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Six months ago, Dr.

Bringing opportunities vii:1il"';*1;?1? 5;:l'-
presented the concept of establish-

ClOSer tO farmens thru ICT ;?',:t,:fl""',:"iggfi;;31'no-"

agriculture.

Agriculture (DA) Secretary Luis
Lorenzo.

The idea is to have a
virtual network that would readily
provide information to answer
farmers' needs and to provide them
easy access through networking and
the Intemet. Meanwhile, the
institutions connected through
networking shall provide the
education, training, extension and
communication in agriculture. The
project will be an alliance of
national, local and international
organizations. This project does not
have to acquire new IT equipment
necessary for the networking of
different stations and putting them
all on-line. It will utilize and tap the
existing network infrastrucfures of

\ see Open acadernv... page 8

he world's first and only open
academy for agriculture is to be
established here in the Philip-

pines, said International Crops Research
Institute for Semi-Arid Tropics
(ICzuSAT) Director General Williarn D.
Dar during the latest Advisory Council
meeting held at the Boardroom of the
Bureau of Agricultural Research (BAR).

Given the scenario of a fast-
changing time and the growing demands

on agriculture and fisheries sectors, one
must be well-equipped with information
to com€ up with innovative decisions
for national development. Vital to this
end is the thrust of the Agricultwe and
Fisheries Modernization Act (AFMA)
for our farmers and hsherfolk to have
access to modem technologies devel-
oped through R&D.

Easy access to information is
achieved through lnformation and
Communication Technologies (ICT), an

important component in research and
technology management. ICT bridges
digital divide connecting farmers,
scientists, researchers, and extentionists
from different regions and communities
of the country. ICT made possible the
establishment of a virtual network for

SEAFAR.GARD:
merger;beyond borders

by Junelyn'S:'de la Rasa

"Two heads.are belter,than one", Thus,'
Brunei Darussalam's initiative on the
ASEAN Centers of Agriculture Research
and Development Knowledge'Nefwolk
(CARD K-Net) and tlre Southeast Asian
Forum for Agricultural Research
(SEAFA,R) were,rne.lged r41o one sup;,.r: " .

regional forum on agricultiual rcseaiahin
Asia.

SEAFAR-CARD, being its new
acronym, will serve as the hub or brain

$ see SE{I}IR- CARD... page 3

Director Izocadio Sebastian, BAR Director Williarn Medrano,and Senior BAR Consultant Santiago Obien.
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Survivul crop mukes one survive
fltrange how snippets can

, \ .or" so vividly qfter att
)*! these years, all because of
a plant that made me laugh at a
Thai classmate, who often came
begging to be taught in English,
while doing our graduate
studies. llhile unobtrus ively
trying to ignore him because he
was taking much of my time, he
wandered off near our kitchen
where we picked some
vegetables. He produced from
his pocket his Thai-English
dictionary and tried to call my
attentio,x to a plant we gathered
to mix withfish into sinigang or
plainly blanched, then mixed
with a little bagoong and sliced
tomato for salad.

"Morning glory. This is
morning glory,," he intoned in
his staccato and hardly
discernible English pointing to
the plant.

"We call that camote or sv)eet

potato," I corrected him partly
smiling but laughing inside.

The moming glory that I knew
was a climbing plant with lavender

/lowers that look similar to that of the
sweel potato but not it as morning
glory. And now that I am writing on
this crop, I realized my mistake and if I
can only contact that Thaifriend who
became a key fficial in the Department
of Agriculture of Thailand, then I
should be profuse in my apologies. And
he must know the crop being an
agriculturist. The sweet potato belongs
to the morning gloryfatnily. This, now I
know. But I can easily justifu that
mistake long ago by saying, "Well, I'm
learning. "

Sweet potato (Ipomea batatas)
is called a lazy man's crop and I took it
.for granted until one day there were
kids scratching the soil with their hands
at a vacant lot beside ours. I was not
particularly interested in the root they
were able to dig but I was fascinated by

the process ofbeing led by a nearly
dead vine to a root downward, dig the
soil around it with the hand or a stick,
then a root bigger than a fist i.s

uncovered. Ah, God s mystery) and my

fascinationfor simple things. I did not
htow whether I was happier engrossly
watching the activity or the kids
scouring and finding food for the table.
I thinkwefelt the same except that our
delight was of dffirent levels. This
actually started my engagement with
sweet potato that I filled sacl<s with
soil, set them in our azotea and planted
camote stems. My girl looked at me
questioninglyfor she did the cleaning
up after my planting. I told her I was
practicing urban agriculture which we
were promoting at that time. I did get
leavesfor sinigang but only got
marble-sized roots that I left for the
next growth.

Eating sweet potato makes
one fart, they say. You wouldn't care

farting if you knew that sweet potato is
the heahhiest vegetable around. It is
called "nature s healthfood". The
United States Action Health Letter
rated 58 vegetables by adding up their
percentages of US Recommended Daily
Allowance (USRDA) ./br six wttrients,
namely: vitamins A and C, folate, iron,
copper and calciunt plus fiber. Sweet
potato topped the list at 582 percent
with raw carrot coming in second with
434 percent.

The Centerfor Science in the
Public Interest, still in the US, rated
the nutritional value of common
vegetables and sweet potato came out
on top with a score of 184 and white
potato with 83 points. A cup of cooked
sweet potato provides 30 mg or 50,000
IU of beta carotene (Vitamin A). This
is equivalent to 23 cups ofbroccoli.
When eaten with the skin, it gives four
times the USRDA.for beta carotene.
Fat.free, sweet potato is a good source
of Wtamin E with two-thirds cup of it
providing 100 percent of the USRDA

for Vitamin E. Since it is a good

source of dietary fiber, it promotes
healthy digestive tract.

All thefigures arefrom the
US since there are no available data
on specific nutrients of sweet potato in
the Philippines but if there were
dffirences, they may not be so
significant. lVhat is important is, we

know that our lowly sweet potctto is
after all a nutritious vegetable and
snack.

This crop is not native to the
Philippines. It is a native American
plant brought by Columbus and his
men to Spain and the Spaniards
brought it to our country when they
colonized us. There are tyvo types, the
dry-fleshed and the moistfleshed. It is
strange that the dry-fleshed has more
water in it than the other type, studies

found.
A survival crop, it saw the

Chinese through a number of
droughts. In our country, it can see us

through when rice and corn are not
enough. Our brothers and sisters in
the highlands and at times the lvatans
mqke it their staple and they sur-,tive. It
is mostly grown in the Philippines as

feeds and source ofsugar and starch

for industrial uses. It can withstand
rough weather and can thrive in poor
soils. It has been tried in the sand
dunes of llocos Norte and thrived well
with big roots.

Sweet potato is a sur-tival
crop and it can make us survive.
(vAD)l
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Mindanao farmers

ackyard cattle raisers in Southem
Mindanao have something to
look forward to after the Southern

benefit from livestock
comm unity-based project

Mindanao Integrated Agriculrural
Research Center (SMIARC), one of the
regional centers coordinated by the
Bureau of Agricultural Research (BAR)
has conducted on-farm research trials on
indrgenous cattle using improved pasture.
This community-based project at
Barangay Tacunan, Tugbok, Davao City
airns to develop and showcase
appropriate and sustainable iivestock
production technology.

The research project is a
cooperative undertaking of the
Progressive Farmers Association of
Tacunan (PROFAT), and the Local
Govemment Unit-City Agriculturist
Office of Davao City.

This project on indigenous
livestock implemented from January
1999 to December 2002, distributed 20
indigenous female cattle or dams to

SEAFAR.CARD...

center of the National Agricultural
Research Centers (NARCs) of the 10-
member Southeast Asian countries
composed oi Brunei Darussalam,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos. Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, S ingapore,
Thailand, and lietnam. lt u ill facilitate
the sharing ofexpertise and resources
to improve research and development
in these countries.

The merger was created after
NARC offrcials evaluated the two
original proposed fora. Both shared the
vision of a more visible R&D in the
region with the ultimate goal of

qualified cooperators. Farmer-
cooperators were seiected
according to a set ofcriteria,
namely: l) a member of
PROFAT; 2) interest in caring
for animals; 3) not a recipient of previous
animal dispersal program, and; 4) rules
and regulations abider. Fanner-
cooperators were given proper training on
herd managernent; and full assistance
from govemment such as free vaccination,
deworming, proper breeding, mineral and
vitamin supplementation, disease control,
feeding and frequent monitoring of the
animals.

As part of the agreement, the first
offspring of the cattle goes to SMIARC
for distribution to the next members and
the dam is retained by the original
cooperator. ln this way more farmers will
benefit from the program in the coming
years.

During the site visits, Dr.
Rolando Kintana of BAR observed that

improving the living conditions of poor
communities in the countrvside.

SEAFAR aimed io promote
systematic sharing and reuse of
agricultural research and development
knowledge among Southeast Asian
NARCs to assist less developed
research centers, rationalize efforts, and
maximize the use of limited research
funds.

Similarly CARD K-Net with
its emphasis on information technology
(IT) was a sub-regional focal point for
maintaining a distributed knowledge
base ofresearch on food, agriculture
and forestry. This system as well as its
content will continuously be updated

the indigenous cattle using improved
pasture is comparable to hybrids. Durrng
tfte on-lann triais, farmers altestedto the
benefits of this project. When asked about
their system ofraising indigenous cattle,
the farmers used improved pasture like
napier grass and other grasses common in
the area.

One of the farmer-cooperators
stressed that, since the implementation of
the project he became more excited and
interested in raising cattle. This project
enabled him to establish a l/4 hectare of
napier grass. He plans to increase his
pasture to two hectares since he wants to
increase the number of his cattle. He
hopes to become one of the important
suppliers in the beef cattle industry.
(Mercy O. Distor of SMIARC)

and dissemiRated among member
countries in facilitating transfer of
technology and technological advances in
areas of production, processing and
marketing of foods, agricultural and
forestry products.

Knowledge is defined as

information with value-added. Thus, the
CARD K-Net will include research
findings, lessons leamed, best practices,
databases on bibliographical and factual
applications and knowledge bases, which
will include documents, and multimedia
presentations. Also, with the use of
Geographic Information System (GlS),
the forum will make use of broadband

b see SEAFAR -CARD... page 5



RP agri globalization in J

Ir

Rfor tough times ahead
-'Balisacan

by Ma. Lizbeth J. Barofia

he SEAMEO Regional Center
for Graduate Study (SEARCA)
Director Arsenio M. Balisacan

says, Philippine agriculture is not ready
for global trade competition.

This well respected economist's
insight on the status of the agriculture
sector was revealed at the Department of
Agriculture (DA)- University of the
Philippines Program in Development
Economics (UP-PDE) sponsored lecture
series entitled Philippine Agriculture :
Are We Ready for the Competition?, at
the Bureau of Soils and Water
Management (BSWM) Auditorium on
July 17,2003.

Dr. Balisacan reported that
between 1980 and 2000, agriculture
grew by 1.5 to I.8Vo a year. This rate is
lower than the country's population
growth rate, which is at 2.1 to 2.3Vo.

He identified the almost negligible
growth in the country's Total Factor
Productivity (TFP) as the reason for the
low agricultural growth rate. Between
1970 and 1980, our TFP was at lVo,but
between 1980 and 2000, the figure
dropped to O.IVo.

TFP is an indicator for
productivity that measures total output
per unit oftotal input (capital, labor,
resources). Technological progress is
also taken as an index for TFP growth.
The Philippines has not been faring well
in either of this area. With these figures,
Balisacan says, that the Philippines will
have a tough time competing in the
world market.

ll/TO, Do ha D eclsration
Balisacan first touched on the

status of the World Trade Organization

(WTO) negotiations. The last
ministerial conference held in Doha,

Qatar, yielded the Doha Declaration.
The Declaration essentially reconfirms
the long-term objective of the WTO
agreement to "establish a fair, market-
oriented trading system through a

program of fundamental reforms". This
program is aimed at conecting and
preventing restrictions

The Doha Declaration also
makes "special treatment for
developing countries in integral parts of
negotiations". This is to enable these

countries to meet needs in food security
and rural development.

The Philippines, according ro
Balisacan, will benefit from
globalization through greater access

market for the country's exports.
Furthermore, it will lead to higher
commodity prices, which eventually
will lead to increased export earnings.
He also cited other benefits through
more efficient resource allocation;
benefits for consumers of processed

food relying on highly protected
sectors like sugar and corn; better
government focus on meaningful and
lasting support for farm sector; and
higher growth in production and

employment generation.

However, achieving these

benefits will mean hurdling the
challenges and threats that the country
will face. These are: a) job
displacement in the short term; b) lower
prices of competing farm products; c)
dismantling of advantageous special
trade arrangements; and d) unequal
global playing field due to "unfair
trade" practices of developed countries.

The next ministerial meeting is
scheduled in September this year, in
Cancun, Mexico.

"Strong reform" agenda
Balisacan saw hope for the

industry with the "strong reform"
agenda, comprised of trade
liberalization combined with increased
investment in R&D, extension and other
support services like irrigation. As per
Balisacan's Agricultural Policy
Simulation Model (APSM), these

agenda will lead to higher yields and
lower prices of major crops, lower
imports, faster poverty reduction, and
lower migration to urban areas.

Discussion reactant, and
economist, Prof. Solita Monsod agreed
with Balisacan's points, adding that the
"few rays oflight" for the industry lie on
the commercialization of Bt corn and the
increased use of hybrid rice. Likewise,
Rolando Dy of the University of Asia
and the Pacific (UA&P) concluded that
Filipinos need to have faith in
themselves, adding, "non-confidence
makes us lose the fight".

(Author s note: In its July 28 issue, the
Philippine Daily Inquirer (PDI) reported that
the Philippines will be taking a "dejiant
stand" in the upcoming ministerial meeting.
It said, the country will "reject any moves to

further open up our local market". The

report says we will only allow "opening up
its sensitive agricultural products ifthe
developed countries remove the multi-billion
dollar subsidies they use to prop up their
farmers ... " This practice is legilimized by
the I{TO, and is widely viewed as an "unfair
trade practice" on the part ofthe developed

countries. )l
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FIDA at22, opens exhibit BAR participates in
library management
training-workshop

he Fiber Industry Development
Authorify (FIDA) opened an

exhibit of fiber products in
celebration ofits 22"d anniversary at
the 3'd Floor, Argo Building in Cubao,

Quezon Cify on Iuly 22-23.
The ceremonial ribbon

cutting was participated in by
Josephine Ramilo, representative from
the Offrce of the Presidential Adviser
on Agricultural Modemization
(OPAAM), FIDA Administrator
Cecilia Gloria Soriano, and Deputy
Administrator Ricardres Tiberio.
Thereafter, FIDA-NCR Regional
Director Rodante Pefralba officially
declared the anniversary celebration
open.

Export quality fiber products
from different parts ofthe country
were in the exhibit. This inciude silk
products like tabie cloths and barong
embroidered in Lumban, Laguna;
placemats and purses made from
buntal plant from Marinduque and

SEAFAR-CARD...
and wireless technologies for
connecting research and development
institutions in Asia and identify
effective procedures for knowledge
exchange and sharing.

A technical working group
for the new forum was created during
the 24'h Senior Officiats Meeting
with theASEAN Ministers of
Agriculture and Forestry (SOM-
AMAF) in Bangkok, Thailand last
June. Bureau of Agricultural
Research (BAR) Director William
Medrano will chair the Technical
Working Group while the SEAMEO
Regional Center for Graduate Study
and Research in Agriculture
(SEARCA) will be the secretariat.

With this merger, NARC
officials are optimistic that
agricultural R&D in the region will
be given more leverage and that
valuable resources and expertise can
be used efficiently to benefit more

Bulacan, respectively; and hats made of
sabutan piant from Aurora Province.
Other fiber products shown in the exhibit
were materials used in making pifra
barong. The exhibit aiso showcased the
many products that fiber can be made
into like doormats, rope, dartboards,
lampshades, fans, pots, and table mats.

"In 2001, rhe Philippines is the
leading producer ofabaca fiber in the
world," says Gina de Ungria, a FIDA
official. Indeed, 84% of the world abaca
fiber supply in 2001, came from the
Philippines. Abaca can be made into
ropes, tea bags, sausage skin, and
cigarette paper. It can also be made into
handbags, frames, albums, rnedical
masks, and linen sheets.

In a brief message,

Admini stator Soriano reiterated the
commitment of FIDA in serving the
farmers of the fiber industry in the
countryside, and also thanked OPAAM
for its continued supporl to the industry.
(Ma. Lizbeth J. Barofia)

people in Asia.
As former BAR

Director Eliseo R. Ponce said " this
forum shall enable us to pursue active
partnership in the area ofagricultural
research for development across our
borders and the synergy that shall be

created will lead to the creation of new
agricultural technology and knowledge
for our growing populatibns".

While, the details of this new
merger are still being discussed in the
roundtable, one thing is already
certain- this forum is a step towards a
more proactive and empowered
agricultural R&D in the region.

Finally, the impact of this
forum is significant as it has the
capacity to bring solutions where they
are needed and change many lives for
the better. I

Source: Proposal on the Revised Brunei
Darussalamb Initiati\te on ASEAN Centers of
Agricultural Research and Developmenr

Knowledge Nework (CAfuD K-Net)

he Bureau of Agricultural Research
(BAR), represented by Mr. Ricarte V.
Castro and Ms. Julia A. Lapitan of the

Knowledge Management Division (KMD),
attended the training workshop "Capacity
Building for Library Automation in Philippine
Libraries and for Broadening the Base of the
FAO AGRIS Database" . The Agricultural
Librarians Association of the Philippines
(ALAP), in cooperation with the International
Rice Research Institute (IRRI) Library
Documentation Service, organized this event
held on luly 23-25,2003 at IRRI, Los Bafros,
Laguna.

The training-workshop discussed tu'o
main topics: (a) the FAO AGRIS database
attributes and the need for capacity building;
and (b) capacity building for library
automation and AGRIS participation. An
intensive hands-on training and workshop was
conducted on the use of the WEBAGRIS Data
entry format and WINISIS for database
management. Participants worked on different
forms of materials and generated proposals.

The training-workshop aimed to
create awareness of the FAO AGRIS
(Agriculfural Information System) project and
its value in agricultural research and the
benef,rts of contributing to it. This also aimed
to encourage participation as input center;
introduce and train participants on the use of
metadata and FAO standards; improve skills
using WINISIS (a free library software);
improve coverage and dissemination of
Philippine agricultural literature; and revive
the Philippine national agricultural
bibliography. Proponents of the AGRIS
project see that the establishment of an
electronic national agricultural database is not
remote with more Philippine libraries
contributing to the AGRIS database.
Currently, there is no national agricuitural
bibliography in the Philippines as Philippine
Agricultural Bibliography stopped publication
many years ago. The national agricultural
database that could come up, either in print or
electronic format, would benefit all
agricultural scientists and libraries in the
country and in other parts of the world. (Likha
C. Cuevas)

BARcirrirk 5



Balisacan is SEARGA's new director
ffective l4 July 200, Dr.
Arsenio M. Balisacan is the
new director of SEAMEO

Regional Center for Graduate Study
and Research in Agriculture
(SEARCA).

A well-respected econom ist,
Dr. Balisacan is a professor of
economics at the University of the
Philippines (UP) Diliman, where he
served in various capacities as director
of graduate studies and fellowships,
director for research, and director for
finance ofthe School ofEconomics.
He is one of the leading experts on
poverty, rural development, and
development policy research in East
Asia.

Prior to his appointment as

SEARCA director, he chaired the
Technical Advisory Group for the
Secretary of Agriculture of the
Philippines and adviser to the
Executive Secretary of the Economic
and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP) for the
implementation of the UN's
Millennium Development Goals. He

Should we love...

be transformed
into baskets,
fruit trays,
hand fans, and
vases.

However, the
problem with
tobacco
handicraft is

the high cost

of labor,
because the
process of
smoothening
and weaving
the stalks are

very manual and labor-intensive. The only
consolation or bonus points an owner can

served as Undersecretary (equivalent to
Deputy Minister) for policy and planning of
the Philippine Department of Agriculture,
during which he led the Philippines'
delegation at the WTO agriculture
negotiations and at various APEC, ASEAN
and CAIRNS meetings.

Outside the Philippines, he served
as visiting fellow at the Australian National
University in Canberra, research fellow at
the East-West Center in Honolulu, and
economist at the World Bank in Washington,
D.C.

His research interests focused on
poverty, inequality, food security,
agricultural and rural development,
globalization, and political economy of
policy reforms. He has published
extensively in these areas in leading
international and regional economics
journals. He is author. co-author, or co-
editor of six books. the latest of which is ?"/ze

Philippine Economy: Development, policies,

and Challenges (Oxford University Press,
New York and Ateneo de Manila University
Press, 2003).

He has been the recipient of
numerous awards for outstanding research

achievements and outstanding
publications awards given by Up,
Outstanding Young Scientist Award and
Outstanding Publication Award given by
the National Academy of Science and
Technology (NAST) of the philippines,
and the Sir John Crawford Award given by
the Australian Agricultural Economics
Society. He was founding editor of the
Asian Joumal of Agricultural Economics,
the professional joumal of the Asian
Society of Agricultural Economists, and is
serving as advisory editor ofthe
Agricuitural Economics, the joumal of the
lntemational Association of A gricultural
Economists. He is the current president of
the Philippine Human Development
Network, an organization of prorninent
experts and leaders of strategic
organizations in human development,
supported by the IINDP.

Dr. Balisacan obtained his phD
degree in Economics at the Universify of
Hawaii and M.S. in Agricultural
Economics at the University of the
Philippines Los Bafros under SEARCA's
Graduate Scholarship Program. (Press

Release)

have is that these crafts are resistant to
termites and weevils, due to the pesticidal
properties of the piant.

Terminator Tobacco - It has
been reported that tobacco dust, ifsprayed
in liquid form, can be used in vegetable
crops to kill insects and pests such as
golden snails, maize weevils, grain moths,
and red flour beetle. Staunch advocates of
organic farming will surely be delighted to
hear this.

Tobacco has indeed so many
potentials beyond its cigarette-pack
identity that we have been accustomed to
for many years. The National Tobacco
Administration is doing its best to erase
the negative connotation for tobacco, and
hopefully, it can introduce the plant in the
market as a promising crop worthy of
every people's praises, trust, and respect.

Tobacco is a promising crop. Love it, give
it a second chance. !

Sources:
l. Other Uses ofTobacco - Utilization ofTobacco Stalks

Jor Handmade Paper and Handicrafs Production.
Paper presented during the Ilocos Agricultural
Research

Developnent Consortium (ILARDEC) AnnuaL
Regional Symposiunt at the Pangasinan State
University, Santa lvlaria Pangasinan, on July 2002.

2. For more i4fbrmation, please contact Engineer
Cecilio Cabigan (Progrant Leader), or Mrs Nelly
Castro (Project Leader) oJ'the National Tobacco
Administratiotl, Batac, Ilocos Norte_ Telephone Nos:
(077) 792 4505 or 792 3086, Fax: 792 3 I I t.

3. Department of Health, Philippines - hup:/,/
tttw+'.doh.got,.plr

4. lltorld Health Organization - http:i/u'ww.whoJnt
5. Institute ol Agrononry and Plant Breeding, University

ofNatural Resources and Applied Life Sciences,
Vienn a - http : i/ipp.boku. at,. at/pzioilseeds,/eshetu. html

6. Food and Agriculture Organizalion - hup:i/
urvwJho. o rg/doc t ep/r2 2 3 1eh 2 2 3 0e I 2. hnn

7. Broward Country SI{AT, Florida http://
vvv,h,. brott'a nl-t u,ut ut nt



"M"ffi- Should we love tobacco?
by Carmela B. Brion

\ Jeariy 5 miilion people died from

1\ ::*::::##:;Jtil;i""
people is equivalent to exterminating the
whole population of euezon City,
Laguna, and Davao City. Lung cancer,
emphysema, high blood pressure, and
heart attack are some of the diseases
associated with tobacco smoking. A report
published by World Healrh Organization
identified the growing access to tobacco
consumption as one of the contributing
factors to the rising cardiovascular disease
cases in poor nations.

If tobacco is associated with
heart attacks, why in the world wouid
people still love it?

Ask the National Tobacco
Administration (NTA), an agency, which
continuously undertakes research and
development in an attempt to discover the
"healthy" uses of tobacco. NTA is
optimistic that these efforts shall help
them promote tobacco as a good plant.
Exploring and developing the potentials
oftobacco, as an industrial crop is a big
boost to the 62,000+ farmers in the
industry. Scientists and researchers are
studying the whole plant in an attenrpt to
discover which among the parts of the
plant can be tapped and developed into
useful products. What have they
discovered and leamed so far? Here's the
list:

Gourmet Tobacco - Tobacco
seed oil may soon find its way into the
shelves of local supermarkets, along with
oils made from sunflower, coconut,
soybean, corn and canola. Consumers
need not worry, for it has been reported
that tobacco seed oil is free from nicotine,
and remarkably,T0%o ofthe tobacco seed
contains protein, carbohydrate, and crude
fibre. In fact, countries like Bulgaria,
Greece and India are already using refined
tobacco seed oil as salad oil in their
kitchens. The mint-smelling oil can also
be a good ingredient for soap and paint.

s$F,
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Formula Tobacco -Broilers and
tilapia will get a narwal high from rhe
tobacco seeds mixed into their diet. Seeds,
after being pressed for oil, can be used as
feed supplement. It can substitute as much
as 25%:o of the ration for broiiers. The
effect? NTA has documented that rhe
weight of the broilers increased and the
taste of the meat was not affected at all
(no tinge of bittemess or nicotine was
reported). What's more, using seeds as
substitute can slash away the price of the
feeds by as much as 25oh, a big savings to
the farmers. This only shows that tobacco
seeds are not toxic, thus, studies are
underway ifit can also be used as food
component for humans. Tobacco flavored
roast beef; anyone?

Medicinal Totracco - This is an
herb of marvelous virtue against wounds,
ulcers, herpes, and all other things...
these are the words of Jean Nicot, the l5th
century French Ambassador to porlugal
who introduced the tobacco plant to
France and who later wrote of the
medicinal values of tobacco. Six hundred
years later, scientists and researchers are
continuously experimenting to uncover
the medicinal benefits of tobacco: as

antibacterial, antifungal, and topical

\.T-s
*t&":

analgesics. Today, researchers from NTA
are formulating different medications from
the tobacco seed oil and leafextracts. Five
dogs, each of them afflicted with skin
disease and bald spots on their bodies,
were initially treated with these
medications, and after one month, the
disease was cured and researchers noticed
that new furs emerged on the dog's bald
spots. The success rate of the trial was
approximately 100%, however, it was
limited to veterinary purposes only. NTA
has not yet explored the possibilities of
tobacco for human medicine.

Industrial tobacco - pulps from
the stalks, which normally rot in the field
after harvest, can now be processed into
hand-made papers. Stalks, on the other
hand, are chipped, glued and pressed to
make particle boards, which are essential
supplies in the construction business. Are
these particle boards safe to use should one
decide to utilize them for building a house?
Yes, and the Forest Product Research and
Development Institute (FPRDI) can attest
to that.

Tobacco Handicraft - Stalks are
so much in demand in the NTA. It,s not for
particle-board making only, but it can also

\ see Shouldwe love... page 6
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BAR awards scholarshiP
grants to 6 R&D Personnel

w"rW
he Bureau of Agricultural Research

(BAR) through its ScholarshiP

Program has recentlY granted

scholarships to six qualified research

personnel from the National R&D System

for Agriculture and Fisheries (NaRDSAF)

member-instifutions: two for PhD and 4

for the MS degree. The awardees were

chosen by the Scholarship Committee after

a series of evaluations.
The grantees for PhD are: NancY

S. Romano of the Aurora State College of
Technology (Animal Science-UPLB) and

Ramises N. Solante of the Panay State

Polytechnic College (Entomology-UPlB).
The grantees for the MS degree are: Joan

Marie S. Agarcio of the Philippine Rice

Research Institute (Genetics-UPLB),

Sharon G. Aguila of the Department of
Agriculture-Regional Field Unit I (DA-
RFU 1)(Agricuitural Economics-UPlB),
Genalyn B. Macasaet of DA-MU 4
(Microbiology-UPlB), and Marry Joy P.

Ponas of DA-RFU 9 (Plant Pathology-

UPLB).

ll::-$lE:iF.;tit-:*t' fa:E;;F* lfH*i;ffislif;E:reqgffil*ig?flFJfl3Fn:"i6dr8'.

Open academy...

the government, their content and

information databases. These equipment

will be estabiished in an open environ-

ment using ICT and distance leaming.

With great optimism, Secretary Lorenzo

liked the concept and asked Dr. Obien to

lead in this endeavor.

Three months after Presenting it
to the Secretary a convenor's dialogue

was held at BAR to brainstorm on the

idea. The meeting participated in by
agencies with significant role in the

project. The grouP identifiedkeY

constraints and opportunities of research-

extension-farmer linkages to modemize

the agriculture sector and how the

availability of information could help the

farmers.
After the brainstorming, a

seminar-workshop organized and

facilitated by the Philippine Rice

Research Institute (PhilRice) was held in

Nueva Ecija . The output of this activity

was an operational plan, as well as the

ffi&

The grantees started their
graduate programs during the first
semester of 2003. They are entitied to a

monthly stipend, matriculation and other

school fees, thesis and dissertation

support, book allowance, and full salary

and other benefits from their mother

agencies.
The scholars under the PhD

program are expected to complete their

study in three years while those taking

their MS in two years.

The number of this Year's
scholars was cut down to six due to the

Bureau's budget constraint for the year

2003. In 2001 and 2002, BAR was able

to send l5 and 2l NaRDSAF scholars,

respectively, to different universities and

colleges in the country.
The scholarship program ofthe

Bureau is vital in empowering the

research personnel to develop their skills

and knowledge for a more responsive

and efficient R&D system. (Rita T. dela

Crttz)

details of the roles and responsibilities of
agencies involved in the project.

On 28 July 2003, DA SecretarY

Lorenzo, Department of Science and

Technology (DOST) Secretary Estrella

Alabastro and University of the

Philippines Open University (UPOU)

Chancellor Felix Librero signed the

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

that established the open academy for
Philippine agriculture. The project is a

triumvirate effort of the three main

agencies with support from other research

institutions. A meeting with the project's

Advisory Council was held after the

lraqi agriculture hard Pressed to
meet demand
( hft p t/www.fut u re h a rv e st. org)

The Mexico Action Summit: a call
to action
( http //www.f ut u re h a rv e st. o r g)

Lorenzo moves to regulate tuna
fishing in RP waters
(hftp : //www. d a. gov. Ph)

Oplan SagiP ABAKA to boost
disease eradlcation
(hft p : //www. d a. gov. P h)

GM rice may pave waY for GM croP
acceptance
(hftp://www.isaa.org)

Australia approves GM canola
(http : //www. ogtr. g ov. a u. )

Japanese develoP DNA book
http ://ge n o m e. g sc. ri ke n. g o i P)

signing ceremony with Dr. Dar giving the

opening remarks. The agenda include:

launching date ofthe project, initial
source of funding, activation of the

technical committee and ProPosed
preparatory activities. The rneeting was

chaired by Dr. Santiago Obien and co-

chaired by Dr. Dar, Dr. Leocadio

Sebastian, and Dr. William Medrano.

Other attendees during the meeting were:

Agricultural Training lnstitute (ATD

Director Alberto Maninding, Senior BAR
Adviser Manuel Bonifacio, University of
Southem Mindanao (USM) President

Virgilio Oliva Sr., Pampanga Agricultural
College (PAC) President Sosimo Battad,

Technical Working Group Member Dr.

Edilberto Redofra and Program Leader

Roger Barroga both from PhilRice. (Rlra

T. dela Cruz)

3/F ATI 469., ElliPdet Rdd
Oilihan, Qu€zon Cily l1B

EnteredaSsecmdclassmailattheQuezoncitycenlralPostofficeunderpemitno.T53.0lNcR
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convergence will forge a

relationship alnong the concemed
institutions that is "tantamount to a
blcod compact". He also
mentioned the urgent need to
address the needs ofthe

A monthly publication
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DA, DOST converge
for agri-fisheries devt
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eing major stakeholders rn

agriculture and fisheries
development, the Department

ofAgriculture (DA), through the

Bureau of Agricultural Research
(BAR) and the Agricultural Training
Institute (ATI), and the Department of
Science and Technology (DOST)
through the Philippine Council for
Agriculture, Forestry and Natural
Resources Research and Development
(PCARRD), and the Philippine
Council for Aquatic and Marine
Research and Development
(PCMARD) held, a consultative
convergence workshop to enhance

R&D services to farmers and

fisherfolk, at the Oasis Hotel in
Angeles, Pampanga, August 20 - 21 .

The workshop had four
working committees, namely:

Researcir, Development, and
Extension (RDE), Capability
Building, Tech Utiiization, and

lnformation Cornrn unication
Technology (iCTt. These comrnittees
have been conducting a series of
meetings before the rvorkshop, which
were aimed at identifying the

convergence areas of DA and DOST
in their RDE effbrts. The workshop
was the venue to f,rnalize the

convergence and for the committees
to jointly formulate strategies in the

irnplementation of the comrnittee
ontputs.

'Blood compact'for R&D
BAR Director William C.

Medrano, in a message delivered
during the opening ceremony,
expressed optimism that the

tryside.
"We have been

individualistic with the

tendency to protect our turf
and compete for resources,
prestige, and power. Today, I
ask that all these be buried
and become things of the
past," Medrano added.

In his message,

Execulive Director Patricio
Fayion of PCARRD
supported the call of Medrano
to unite, adding, "let the four
organizations (BAR, ATI,
PCARRD, & PCMARD) be

part of the solution, not the
problem." Faylon also called
for loyalty to the mandates of

the four institutions.
Director Rafael Guerrero reiterated

PCMARD's commitment to the objectives
ofthe convergence also called for the four
institutions to 'combine strengths'. ATI
Director Alberto Maninding expressed

satisfaction that despite the budget issues

dogging the department, efforls like the

convergence lvorkshop were not harnpered.

$ see DA. DOST trnverge... page 7
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Seeing through the ARMMIARC
Tlor thosewho are not

fi within the circle of the

-L regional integrated
agricultural res earch centers,
ARMMIARC is acronymfor
Autonomous Region of Muslim
Mindanao Integrated
Agricultural Research Center
Located at Simuay, Sultan
Kudarat, Maguindanao, its
building is a grantfrom the
Bureau of Agricultural
Research (BAR). Mr Rolly
Labios qnd Dr. Santiago R.

Obien, (division chief and
senior technical sdviser
resp ectively) on ins titutional
development are going there to
discttss with the center
manqger the second phase of
the development planfor the
Center. I am at DA-PhilRice
Midsayap gathering materials

for a project I am worhing on.
"You want to talk with the

Muslims? You can pack your things
and we'll dropfor you at 2:00,"
relayed Dr. Obien, text-style.

There is one more key person
to interviat' but by two o'clock I have
packed and I am ready. It is marathon
work really and there is so much to
lvtow and plenty of materials to gather

for the project to be substantial. I have
crammed the two-day work into one,
missing lunch and talking with people
unto the night and very early in the
morning. But if one has been under
the influence of Dr. Obienfor
sometime, this work ethics is not
unusual .We think that there is not
always enough time but we always

find time. Racingwith time and
winning the race is sweet and this
makes all the dffirence infeeling
fulfilled in oneb job.

The two 'greats'in institution
building and a bubbling Siya

Belongan, assistant center manager of
ARMMIARC, dropfor tne just long
enoughfor a glass ofbukojuice,
courtesy of P hilRice- Mids ayap brsnch
mansger Cesar Thdo, from the coconut
grove beside their guest house. We

chug and speed away to Sultan
Kudarat in a vehicle that has seen
better days, then stop a while in a
Mister Donut bakeshopfor Dr. Obien
to buy his pasalubongfor the staffof
the Center. lThen this pasalubong is
given them when we arcive, we heqr
shouts of glee maybe not for the arrival
gift but welcoming again someone like
a homecoming hero. He taught them to
plant rice not to shoot guns.

Exceptfor an old government
building at its far left side, the
ARMMIARC building inaugurated by
Agriculture Secretary Lorenzo only last
month, stands isolated and seems
lonely but imposing. We alight in f-ont
of the gate where men and one lady are
landscaping. Paradoxically, the lone
lady is the security guard but she is not
in her uniform. Late in the afternoon
before we go to Cotabato City where
we are billeted, I ask her if she knew
how to shoot a gun. The men around
answerfor her " She does not know
how to shoot but she sprays." They all
laugh wholeheartedly. Does this belie
our perceptions ofour brother and
sister Muslims?

The land where the Center
building stands is a Bureau of Plant
Industry @PI) property. Ajumping r
distqnce at its left is qn animal shed
where they once have 23 cows. At the
back oJ'the building are uncultivated
lands that slope downward into a sharp
and deep rqvine so that when a cow

falls into it, it is eaten by snakes. Who
dares go and retrieve the cow? Upward

from the ravine is a mountain that
could be terraced and planted to fruit
orforest trees and root crops. Just in

front of the building inside the
perimeter fence is a newly graveled
road. About a kilometer to the back
is a clear and placid lake beckoning
to be developed into an agro-
ecotourism attraction. Outside the

fence used to stand squatter houses
that needed qll the diplomacl, the
officials of AfuMMIARC c ould
muster to convince the ou,ners to be
relocuted. When construction of the
building began, the squatters
relented qnd one by one the houses
were al,so transferred with the staff
helping them in whatever way they
can. This could only mean that when
the v,ill is strong, something can be
done. What used io be aforested
area and holduppers' haven can be
the seat of development. That is if
ofticials are willing, they are
committed, they have persistence to
attain lheir vision, snd in their heart
is the nobilit,v of purpose - to bring
progress, nhich to them, has been
elusivefor all those years.

Daud Lagasi, ARMMIARC
manager and his group with
Itiacmod Mqmalangkap, the
manager of the Regional Fisheries
Reseatch and Development Center
(RFRDC) and DatuTunggal
Mas tura, chief, Experintent Station
Development, treat us to durian qnd

crab whose aligue is so hard, red,

\ see Sciencescoping... page I
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Coconut: More than

s part of its 2nd Coconut
Festival, and in celebration
of its 17'h Coco Week, the

Philippine Coconur Authority (PCA)
held a forum on the health benefits of
coconut, at the PCAAuditorium,
August 27.

The dayJong event saw three
presentations on the health benefits of
products from coconut. The
presentations featured the Natural
Benefits of Coconut by Dr. Conrado
S. Dayrit; Frequently Asked

Questions about the Coconut Virgin
Oil by Ms. Merle A.Villanueva; and
The Nutritious Flourfrom Coconut
by Dr. Trinidad P. Trinidad.

In an inspirational message,
Bureau of Agricultural Research
(BAR) Director William C. Medrano
reiterated BAR's commitment to
provide resources for researches that
can directly benefit the coconut
farmers. "PCA, as a leading partner
of BAR in this pursuit, will continue
to receive financial assistance from
BAR," pledged Dr. Medrano.

Department of Health (DOH)
Assistant Secretary Dr. Juanito
Rubio, in his keynote address,
acknowledged the' life- giving'
promise of coconut, as it has been
decades ago. He pointed out some
of the benefits of coconut, citing the
anti-fungal, anti-viral, and anti-
bacterial properties ofthe lauric acid
found in coconut oil. He also said
that he appreciates the fruits of

researches belying past
misconceptions about coconut
oil. This was one of the reasons
why the coco-industry is
suffenng, he said.

Forum proper
Dr. Conrado Dayrit presented

a comprehensive paper on the health
benefits of coconut. He first touched
on the hardships the coco-industry
went through, and categorically
blamed politics for those hardships.

He cited the coco-methyl
ester, or coco-diesel, as complete fuel
substitute or as fuel additive, that is
anti-pollutant. Dr. Dayrit talked about
'bukolysis 'of buko water. He said
buko water could reduce the size of
kidney stones, by breaking up the
enzyme that holds the stone together,
making them easier to flush out of
the body.

Coconut oil, he said, is the
'best oil in creation'. It is an

immediate source of energy,

especially for people involved in
sports. He explained that coconut oil
belongs to the medium chain
triglycerides (MCT), a property that
makes its conversion to energy faster.
Coco-oil promotes weight loss,
prevents bacterial, fungal, and viral
infections, supports the immune
system functions, and improves
digestion for faster metabolism.

A farmer-leader from the
crowd offered to help in the

promotion of coconut oil in the
countryside. This was after a fellow
farmer gave a personal testimony on the
effbctiveness of coco-oil in curing fungal
infections.

Dr. Trinidad P. Trinidad of the
Department of Science and Technology
(DOST) said the flour from 'sapal', a
by-product of the coconut milk is a good
source of dietary fiber and is comparable
to other sources of dietary fiber like oat
bran and flaxseed. It has also been
shown to prevent chronic diseases.

She cited the results of this study
to provide scientific basis in the
development ofcoconut flour as

functional food. Reviewing the
definition of coconut flour and setting up
an accreditation scheme for producers
for product uniformity were among
those suggested in the open forum.

Virgin coconut oil (VCNO),
according to Ms. Merle Villanueva of
DOST, can only be produced using fresh
coconut meat. She added that, numerous
studies show VCNO to be beneficial to
the body similar to that of a mother's
milk. Both contain lauric acid that helps
in the fight against bacteria, viruses, and
other pathogens. It also strengthens the
immune system.

\ see Coconut Week... page 6
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Mediano keynotes HARRDEC
RDE $ymposium

agricultural competency in the
cowrtry. To be able to face the
various challenges ofthis fast
changing times, we need more
technologies to transform the farm
into a sustainable and highly
profitable enterprise, he
emphasized.

He stressed that R&D has a
crucial role to play in achieving a
technology-based industry that can
address the key issues offood security,
global competitiveness, productivity
and income, and poverty eradication
and people empowerment.

He posed three challenges to
the participants. First, is to bring
technologies to the ultimate users. He
emphasized the need to strengthen the
research-extension linkage by
enlisting the cooperation of LGU
partners to move cutting-edge
technologies to the countryside. There
is a need to make these technologies
available to the clients so that they
could benefit from them. He
mentioned that in the final analysis,
the success of any technology is
measured by the number of people
whose lives have improved because
of it.

Second, he challenged the
participants to make good use of the
results of this symposium by
initiating better measures to ensure
the dynamic and timely delivery of
R&D results. There is a need to
improve the system and make it
more efficient in supporting farmers
and fisherfolk.

Finally, he stressed the need
to do more applied research where

results can be adopted by the farmers
easily. A technology that requires a
lot of skills and inputs from the user
is not always a good technology, he
said. He encouraged the researchers
to stop doing research for research
sake and waste resources in the end.
He cited that what is need are
simple, cost-effective and sustainable
technologies that could make farmers
globally competitive. He mentioned
that BAR is initiating some reforms
to re-orient its national R&D
policies.

On top of its list of reforms
is prioritizing strategic and applied
research. These are researches
should be strongly market-oriented,
innovation-driven, and farmer-
oriented. These are the two types of
research that Director Medrano
firmly believes could create direct
impact on the farmers' and
fi sherfolk's productivity and income.

Another strategy he
mentioned is networking with
regional assessment institutes and
other research organizations and
good partnership with provincial
extension centers, non-government
organizations (NGOs) and key
stakeholders to provide timely
delivery and dissemination of newly
generated technologies to the clients.

Participants during the
symposium included technology
generators, researchers, communica-
tors, extension workers, policy
makers, entrepreneurs, farmers, and
representatives from the private
sector and NGOs. (Rita T. dela Cruz)

ureau ofAgricultural
Research (BAR) Director
William C. Medrano was the

keynote speaker during the Regional
RDE Symposium and Farmerb Forum
of the HighlandAgriculture and
Resources Research and Development
Consortium (HARRDEC), La
Trinidad, Benguet, 13-14 August
2003.

An annual activity of
HARRDEC, the symposium focuses
on the presentation of technologies
and information for dissemination
identified during the in-house reviews
of the consortium-member agencies.
It serves as a venue to disseminate
research breakthroughs and
significant findings as well as

evaluate potential technologies.
According to Director

Medrano, RDE has a lot to do in
developing a market-oriented
economy as it elevates the level of

l"o*
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Vitamin E in Bt corn?
by Rita T. dela Cruz
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fF oday, Bt corn takes another

I Ieap in the f-reld of
I biotechnology as scientists

and researchers from the
Agricultural Research Service
(ARS) of USDA developed a new
method to increase the Vitamin E
level in corn.

Vitamin E is a fat-soluble
vitamin that exists in eight
naturally occurring compounds that
process activities in the body.
Collectively, these eight
compounds are called tocols. All
these tocols have antioxidant
activity. Antioxidant is the
substance that protects the cells
against the effects of the 'free
radicals' that are potentially
damaging by-products of the
body's metabolism. These free
radicals could cause cell damage
and may contribute to the
development of cardiovascular
disease and cancer. Although there
hasn't been any available study to
confirm whether Vitamin E might

help prevent or delay the development of
chronic diseases, it has been associated
with a nurnber of beneficial effects like
reducing the level ofcholesterol and
improving the health of pregnant
women.

Vitamin E is naturally found in
corn and other vegetable oils. Since Bt
corn has long been developed and genetic
engineering ofcrops has been taken to a
higher level of producing better quality
foods, scientists used it to increase its
antioxidant level.

What the scientists did is to
examine the pathway that would lead to
tocopherols-one of the naturally
occurring forms of compounds in Mtamin
E. Tocopherols could be classified into
two: the alpha tocopherol and the gamrna
tocopherol. Between these two, alpha was
found to be more desirable for human and
animal consunption due to its powerfui
biological antioxidant. Moreover, most of
the breeding lines in corn have naturally
much rnore alpha tocopherol, thus the
breeding goal to increase Vitamin E level
is much easier to achieve.

Using genetic engineering,
scientists introduced an enzyme that
could redirect the metabolic instability
of the corn. The enzymes contained l0-
15 times the total Vitamin E content of
traditional corn varieties. As a result,
the Vitamin E content in corn seeds was
increased six-fold.

As of today, the new method is
still being refined. Scientists are

studying further some other attributes
that could be beneficial to crop
production like increasing the
resistance ofplants to oxidative stresses
and in increasing its shelf life. I
Sourccs:

" Scientists Boost Antioxidant Content of Corn " b1'

SuruhGrahamM
"Enhancement of Wtamin E Levels in Corn " by
Drs. Tbrbert R. RocheJbrd, Jeffrey C. Wong, et.al.
Published in Tlie Reviev'.

Bt gains popularity in the Philippines
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]-l armers from Dingras and

H vintu., Ilocos No?e in the
I Philippines recently
expressed the benefits they gained
from planting Bt corn. They say that
this genetically-modified crop has
increased their harvest and profits.
The farmers further stated that they
liked ptanting Bt corn because it is

pest-resistant, high-yielding, and the
com kernels are bigger than the
traditional variety they used to plant.

These were tle testimonials that
farmers made during a recent media
encounter sponsored by the Southeast
Asian Regional Center for Graduate
Study and Research in Agriculture
(SEARCA) Biotechnology Information

Center held at the Mariano Marcos
State University (MMSU) in Batac,
llocos Norte

Last February the farmers
were convinced to plant Bt corn by
the Provincial Office of the
Department of Agriculture(DA) and
the provincial government. They

\ see Bt gains popularity... page 9
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A total of 769 new

lI agnculfurists filled the Fiesra
I \Pavilion of the Manila Horel
on 27 August2003 as they took their
professional oath and were inducted
into the Philippine Association of
Agriculturists (PAA). The new batch
of agriculturists successfu lly passed
the first licensure examination
administered by the Board of
Agricultwe chaired by Dr. Fortunato
Battad, former president of the
Central Luzon State University
(cLSU).

Gracing the occasion was
Department of Agriculture (DA)
Secretary Luis P. Lorenzo, Jr. In his
keynote speech, he stressed the
importance of acquiring expertise and
skills in ensuring the quality of
agriculture as a profession and its
modernization as an important factor in
the country's economic development. A
businessman, Secretary Lorenzo also
emphasized the importance of
entrepreneurship in the agriculturists'
pursuit to expand their professional
career along with promoting the
economic growth of the country.
Armed with their expertise and skills,
the new agriculturists must not be
satisfied by subsistence production but
rather aim for increased production.

Other attendees were
Professional Regulation Commission
(PRC) Chairperson Antonieta Fortuna-
Ibe, Philippine Association of
Agriculturists (PAA) President Tomas
Claudio, UPLB College of Agriculture
Dean Candida Adalla, LSU President
Paciencia Milan, and CLSU President
Rodolfo Undan. (Rita T. dela Cruz)

The successful passers

represent 22o/o ofthe 3,467
agriculture students who took the
exam in July 2003. The top schools
for agriculture with the most number
of passers are University of the
Philippines Los Bafros (UPLB) with
the highest percentage ofpassers
(98%), Leyte State University (LSU,
formerly Visayas State College of
Agriculture, ViSCA), 64Yo, Central
Luzon State University (CLSU), 57%
and Central Mindanao University
(cMU),42%.
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Coconut Week...

The recommended dail1.

dosage for VCNO, according to
Ms. Villanueva, is three
tablespoons, but this should be

taken in small doses, especialll.'
for first timers. It may cause

diarrhea, especially for people
who are used to 'low-fat' diet.

Suggestions were made
for the classification and grading
of VCNO, the establishment ol
basis for pricing, marketing, and
setting quality standards for
VCNO.

The forum was conducted
to create awareness on the
contributions of coconut to human
health; to identify the
opportunities ofcoconut as a
health product; and to mobilize
partners in the development and
promotion of coconut as a
functional health product. (Ma.
Lizbeth J. Barofia)

FESE&€bHIEH

Bio- or ganic fe rtilizer...

drops to 35 degrees centigrade.
the compost is ready for harvest.
The compost is dark-brown to
black and soil-like in
appearance.

Before drying the compost, add
the liquid enricher and incubate
for five days. Air-dry the
compost for one day so it will be

easy to handle. Put the dried
compost in sacks and store in
shaded areas. Ifthere are large
particles, use a grinder to ha.,: '
uniform texture of the bio-
organic fertilizer.

Source;

SRA Recommends Bio-Organic F c:i;.:
A brochure published by th, ir:- * -
Projects Division oJ'the Suga- i.::* :: : -
Administration
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he Bureau of Agricultural
Research of the Deparhnent
of Agriculture (DA-BAR)

called for published and
unpublished papers for the l5th
National Research Symposium to be
held on October 8-9, 2003. It
received l5g,64published and 95
unpublished.

Open to all Filipino
researchers and member-institutions
of the National Research and
Development System on
Agriculrure and Fisheries
(NaRDSAF), the annual symposium
recognizes significant
accomplishments in research and
development and encourages the
publication ofresearch results by

DA, DOST converge,".

Workshop Output
The four committees presented

their respective outputs after the
workshop.

In the establishment of a
unified RDE Knorviedge Bank, the ICT
Committee placed fund sourcing as the
priority convergence area. It planned to
accomplish this by the last quarter of
this year. After this, they will
concentrate on other convergence areas
they identified and prioritized. This
include forming and maintaining the
ICT infrastructure and facilities; putting
up the knowledge component of the
Bank; forming ICT policies on RDE;
capability building of ICT experrs and
users; content building; and
performance output.

The RDE subcommirtee on
agriculture recommended for a unified
RDE agenda, and it suggested the R&D
network to prepare the unified agenda.
The network will compose of team

BAR recieves 159 papers for the 15th NRS
providing incentives for exemplary
research performance.

The symposium is also one
way of updating the country's
reservoir of affiordable cutting-edge
technologies and informatioriand
encouraging more scientists to take a
more proactive stance in generating
technologies that could trinsform our
farmer/fi sherfolk into globally-
competitive business entrepreneurs.

To be held at the Bureau of
Soils and Water Management
(BSWM), the finalists will present
papers to compete for the AFMA
Best.R&D PaperAwards and the
AFMA Outstanding R&D Paper
Awards.

The finalists are the papers
that garnered a rating of 80% and

members from various R&D
institutions in the country. The
subcommittee on fisheries, however, is
aiming to unify the RDE agenda of
2005-2010 by the first quarter of2004.
They also want an integrated program
planning, monitoring, and evaluation
system and a streamlined R&D
network.

The technology utilization
committee will develop a convergence
plan for priority commodities, and
come up with a manual of operation,
which they plan to accomplish by the
last quarter of this year. Their
convergence plan involves: a)
enhancement of convergence centers ;

b) delivery and support services
througli info-tech assessment; c)
capability building for service
providers by converging with the
HRD committee; d) content build-up
of knowledge products services
through a convergence with the ICT
and RDE committees; and e) resource
generation by developing proposals

for fund-sourcing.
The human resource

development committee or the capability
building committee's action agenda
include the creation ofan inter-agency
HR committee through a Technical
Working Group on capability building
with PCMARD. It plans to conducr
strategic planning sessions; formulate an
integrated HRD plan for the agriculture,
forestry and natural resources (AFNR)
sectors; draft a uniform policy guideline
and a uniform criteria for accreditation
of academic institutions offering
graduate study programs; and develop a
monitoring and evaluation scheme. All
these are to be accomplished before the
fourth quarter ofthis year.

The event was attended by
representatives from BAR, AII,
PCARRD, and PCMARD, including
Director William Medrano (BAR),
Director Alberto Maninding (ATI),
Executive Director Patricio Faylon of
PCARRD; and Director Rafael Guerrero
of PCMARD. (Ma. Lizbeth J. Barofia)

above during the initial evalubtion
by a panel ofexperts in their
respective fields. Papers are
grouped into either published or
unpublished category. Specifi c
cate€ories are: agricultural
engineering, processing and
posthawest; crop science; animal
and veterinary science; fisheries
and marine science; and socio-
economics. Aside from these
specific categories they are further
subdivided into upstream and
downstream research.

The awarding ceremonies
will be held the following day
during BAR's l6,hAnniversary and
Recognition Day (Junelyn S. de la
Rosa)



Sciencescoping...

and thick that if your fingers are
notfirm and strong, it takes you a
long time extracting it and you
would not enjoy your meal in a
group of highly masculine species.
(This has many times been the
case with me, the lone woman who
also enjoys being pampered by
gentlemen. But the pampering at
times makes me uneasy.)

A very grateJul Daud
says that they have not been in the
mainstream of events for the past

five years but he regularly
corresponds with BAR. Now, he

has a building, 51 staff (36
plantilla and l5 casuals), a
vehicle,( nay two vehicles, the

other one is a new
bus ), enthus iasti(' s talf,
communication facilities, etc. etc.

As if to ntake up for lost time, they
have lots of techno demo projects
on rice and corn. They have on-
site trainings for farmers braving
the possible 'sprays'.

They have linked with the

Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) and requested part
of the ARMM Social Fundfor a
plant nursery, building complex
that will house a farmers' training
center, dormitory, conference hall,
and cafeteria.

Not to be outdone,
Macmod and fficials oJ the BFAR

Regional Field Office negotiated

for a 10-hectarewater areafor
their projects onfisheries with the

Philippine Ports Authority (PPA),

which they were graciously
granted. He brings us to the srca

for Rolly to see the configuration

for plans of development. On the

way our mouth water as they talk
of fresh water shrimps as big as an

arm. Can somebody beat that? I

cannot even believe but who is
Rolly not to be believed? Infact,
he gives us a sample of the shrimps
(although smaller ones) from what
he buys from the Cotabato Cit.v

market on the early morning we qre

flyirg back to Manila. LV'hat a treat
to the sweet and fleshy flesh!

The I 5'h region of the

Philippines, composing of Lanao
del Sun Maguindanao, Sulu, and
Tawi-tawi, the Autonomous Region
of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) was
created on November 6, 1990
under then President Corazon C.

Aquino. It has a population of
about 2.5 million with one in every
l0 a Muslitn and seven in every l0
literate. It has four airports (2
secondary, onefeeder and one

trunk line) and 36 ports, with one

international port of entry. It is
blessed with abundant year-round
and evenly distributed rainfall
throughout the ltear and is
generally spared from typhoons.

Its comparative advantage lies in
agriurlture and fisheries with its
vast tracts ofuncultivated lqnds
and marine resources. Almost qll
agricultural crops can be grown in
the region and is home to exotic

fruits like durian and mangosteen.

Its hills and grazing lands make

livestock raising a profitable
industry. Sulu is the world's
richest fishing ground with pearls

from its deep blue sea. Seventy two
percent of the country's seaweeds

arefound in Sulu and Tawi-tawi.
Wth ARMM\ potential

and with people like Daud,
Macmod, Mr. Nasar Solmani,
regional security of agriculture and
AfuMM Governor Parouk Hussin,
other fficials and their staff, can
progress befar behind? VAD I

Detecting chemical...

chemical that bonds with and removes
free metal ions from solutions) of the

digests before AAS analysis can satisfy
the requirements on the detection limit
and precision. Full validation of the

modified method is recommended before
it can be used to analyze lead in tuna."

The fulIvalidation of the

modified method is recommended before
it can be used to analyze lead in tuna.
"Since AAS is a cornmon instrument and
is available in laboratories, BFAR is

already training their analysts on this
method," Santiago added. There is no
reference laboratory yet for this method.

Can local laboratories comply
with the requirements for trade exports?
For the meantime, Santiago explained,
local laboratories are using the AOAC
method. Their methods will not be

acceptable (in intemational standards)

since unspiked tuna samples analyzed
would have no lead detected because

AOAC has a low method detection level.
Tuna industries do not support

the analysis oflead and instead proposed
the removal of the regulation level. This
cannot be done, however, since it is a
requirement in international trade,
Santiago said. Since CODEX wanted to
lower the regulation level of lead in tuna
(2 ppm for trace metals), the formation of
a reference laboratory for trade export is

subject to the technical capabilities of
analysts.!

$ennCm""r, I



Bringing in China's
super hybrid corn

by Rita T. dela Cruz

or years, our country has been
producing new varieties of
corn to increase the country's

corn production and to improve the
quality of seed materials that are
currently available to farmers.
However, production did not
increase. Aside from the decreasing
areas allotted for corn, a noticeable
dip in production continues to take
place particularly during the height
of the El Niflo and La Nifia
phenomena.

Hua Lung No. 1: The super hybrid
Hua Lung No. 1 is China's

super hybnd corn and the country is
mulling over the possibility of
importing some seed samples to test
its adaptability to our local farms.

The super hybrid
com could grow

up to three meters high and could yield
25 tons ofgrain per hectare. It could
produce a total of75 tons ofherbage per
hectare that could be processed into
forage. This could be a cheap source of
feed for livestock.

The super hybrid corn could
produce eight times more than the
current average yield ofcorn in the
country, which is only three tons per
hectare. Its yield is three times more
than that of the highest yield (eight tons
per hectare) ever achieved by any
hybrid corn variety developed in the
country.

The super hybrid corn was
developed at the Hua Pei Agricultural
College in Changchun City, Jillin
Province of China. Although the place
belongs to semi-moist climate, the

developed hybrid flourishes even during the
dry season due to its resistance to drought.

Tremendous effect
Due to the super hybrid com,

Changchun City has been producing40Yo of
China's over all corn production. The city
has loads of surpluses that they sold in the
world market.

Since the hybrid is not easily
attacked by pests and not susceptible to
corn diseases, farmers need not spend more
for pesticides and other chemical products
although they need a few ofthese for
maintenance.

Corn is ayery important crop in the
Philippines. It is the staple for 20o/o of the
Filipinos and constitutes about 50% of the
feeds for the livestock and poultry industry
contributing 28Yo of the total value of the
national agricultural production.

With the promised benefits of the
super hybrid corn, Department of
Agriculture (DA) Secretary Luis P. Lorenzo
said that they are now looking for ways to
bring in the Hua Lung No.1 to Philippine
soil and explore the possibility of acquiring
it for local propagation.

So if proven adaptable to
Philippine soil, China's super hybrid corn
can surely increase com production in the
country.l

Sources:

1. "Philippines Eyes China's Super Hybrid Com" report
by Pulse Asia, August 25, 2003. (hup://
sg. biz.yahoo. com/0 3 0 8 2 5 / I 6/3 dncv.html)

2. "Field Trials Mulled For Super-Hybrid Com From
China" report by Philippine Star, August 24, 2003.
( h tt p : / /w ww. p hils t ar. c o m/p hil s tar/
Busines s 2 00 3 0 8 3 04 5 0 I . htn)

wanted to pilot-test the Bt corn on
10 hectares. The farmers were
given soft loans to procure
Monsanto's YieldGard variety,
fertilizers, and contract the
necessary labor.

The Provincial Offrce of
the City Veterinary and
Agricultural Services in Batangas
has declared *rat Bt corn is safe
for human and animal
consumption, and does not pose

risks to the environment.
A risk management study

headed by Dr. Saturnina Halos,
Agricultural Biotechnology Advisory
team chairperson, was also conducted
in accordance with the Departrnent of
Agriculture Administrative Order No.
8, which served as the basis for the
govemment to allow the planting of
.8, corn. According to Halos, Bt corn
is just as nutritious and heatthful as

other native varieties and does not
bear allergens . (BIC Press Release)

BAR



Detecting chemical contaminants
in'canhed,tung and rice
by Likha C. Cuevas

Wi':}lll;.ffi:-'
canned tuna that we export and rice
rnust be analyzedto determine if they
contain these contaminants. Dr.
Evangeline C. Santiago of the Natural
Sciences Research Institute (NSRI) at
the University of the Philippines
Diliman (UPD) discussed this topic in
the seminar on, "Identification and
Initial Vqlidation of an Analytical
Iv'Iethod for the Determination of Lead
and Cadmium in Fish (Canned Tuna)
and Rice Samples to be used for
Monitoring and Regulatory Purposes, "
on August 6,2003 at the Bureau of
Agricultural Research (BAR) CERDAF
Conference Room. This seminar has

been organized by the Product Quality
Systems Network (PQSN) and co-
sponsored by BAR.

According to Dr. Santiago,
cadmium and lead are metals with no
known role in metabolism but have
been involved in historic poisoning
episodes of human populations and
wildlife resulting from contaminated
food and prey. They are introduced to
the environment by human activities
usually from mining and metal
industries and from leaded gasoline.
These metals that are released into the
atmosphere, may settle with dust
particles on plants and crops or may
find their way to the soil and coastal
and river waters and sediments.

Cadmium may be present in
big amounts in soil fertilized with
sewage sludge. The toxicity of
cadmium includes the direct binding of

*Tr

contaminant with the
negative groups of DNA to
produce precursors of tumors. Lead, on
the other hand, is deposited on and
retained by crops, particularly leafy
vegetables and fruits. Fish are

contaminated by lead that ranges from
0.1 ppm and up to 0.8 ppm for shellfish.
Canned goods are also contaminated
through leaching of lead solder in cans
while others get contaminated from lead
glazes in pottery and ceramic ware.

Lead accumulates in the body
over a lifetime and the body releases it
slowly. Over time, even in small doses,
this can cause lead poisoning with
impairment of the nervous system as

one ofits effects. To prevent these from
happening to consumers, monitoring
contaminants in food for trade and
regulatory purposes has to satisfu the
criteria for data quality set by CODEX.
CODEX specifies a set of criteria for
acceptability of the method in analyzing
a specific contaminant in a particular
matrix.

The study that Santiago and her
team of experts regarding lead and
cadmium contamination analysis
validated an analytical method that
meets the CODEX criteria for analysis
of lead in fish and cadmium in rice in
three selected local laboratories under a

supervised

inter-
laboratory analysis

program. The supervised laboratory
program then used a set ofdocumented
test procedures and test materials to
eliminate as much variability between
laboratories.

The study showed that the
analysis of cadmium in rice using the
standard AOAC procedure involving dry
ashing and direct aspiration in Atomic
Absorption Spectrophotometry (AAS)
for monitoring and regulatory purposes
can be done at the Institute of Chemistry
(IC) at the UP Los Baflos (UPLB),
Philippine Institute of Pure and Applied
Chemistry @IPAC) inAteneo de Manila
University, and the Research and
Analytical Services Laboratory (RASL)
of NSRI. The research team, however,
concluded that the analysis of lead in
canned fish in these local laboratories
using standard AOAC method does not
satisfy the requirements of CODEIVEU
for the detection limits and precision of
the analytical method for the specified
regulation level of 0.5 mg/kg lead.

Santiago said, "the laboratory at
NSRI showed that modification of the
method by chelation (the process of
forming a ring with one or more
hydrogen bonds with the use of organic

\ see Detectirtg chemical... page 8
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B io-organ ic ferti I izers :

cheap soil relibf
by Junelyn S. de la Rosa

n innovative, eco-friendly
technology to convert
sugarcane by-products into

bio-organic fertilizers has been
developed by scientists from the
Sugar Regulatory Administration
(SRA). Bio-organic fertilizers are
promoted as cheap alternatives to
restore soil fertility ofpoor de-
graded soils.

Poor soils are a result of
intensive agriculture, slash and bum
methods. pesticides and chemicals,
mining, and urbanization. These
practices degrade the quality ofour
soils and result to low yields and
low productivity.

The scientists use
sugarcane by-products like bagasse,
mudpress, slops, and ash from sugar
factories and alcohol distilleries.
Bagasse is the pulp or dry refuse
left after the juice has been
extracted from sugar cane while
slop is what remains of the mash
after an alcoholic beverage has been
distilled. The technology has
shortened composting time from six
months to 4-6 weeks.

Transforming these by-
products into bio-organic fertilizers
is a welcome option since these
waste materials can be serious
health hazards to communities
around the factories.

Materials for compost pile
First, you need an activator.

This is a liquid concentrate of
cellulolytic ftrngi such as

Trichoderma koningii, T. resii, T.

viride, T. harzianum and,

P h aneroc haete c hrys o s por ium.
These organisms are cultured in
liquid media such as rice bran
decoction, coconut wateq and
slops.

Next, you need plant
residues such as cane trash,
bagasse and mudpress, wastes, and
manure. Among the sugarcane by-
products, mudpress contains the
highest amount of nutrients but these
nutrients are organically bound which
means that they can only be released
to the soil with the aid of fungal
microorganisms.

The fungal organisms in the
activator degrade plant residues to
make the nutrients available. Manure
and green leaves are added to the
compost pile as these are rich sources
of nitrogen needed to sustain the
growth of the microorganisms.

To hasten the composting
process, you need an acidified
solution (distillery slops and furnace
ash) containing phosphates and
ammonium sulfate.

The recommended mixture is
2:l:l,that is two parts mudpress, one
part bagasse and one part manure and
green leaves . A l% activator and
0.5olo ammonium sulfate constitute
the most essential ingredients for the
compost pile.

Compost 'activator' is
available at the SRAApplied
Microbiology Laboratory upon
advanced request. Interested

individuals can also sign-up for a short
training course on how to produce the
'activator'at the same laboratory.

Making the compost pile
First, prepare layers of

bagasse, mudpress, green leaves,
manure, mineral matter and activator
using the recommended proportion.
Continue layering until the pile is three
feet high, five feet wide and ten feet
long. Make sure that there are enough
green leaves for the nitrogen needs of
the microorganisms.

Keep the compost pile moist
but not too wet. Too much moisture can
delay decomposition. Cover it with
laminated plastic or canvas and let it
stand for five days. Turn over the pile
and sprinkle with the acidified solution
every three days after the first five
days. This is done to allow adequate
aeration and mixing of the materials.
For the composting to be successful,
maintain the acidity of the compost pile
from 5.7 to 6.2 pH.

Temperature of the compost
should rise to 65-70 degrees centigrade
within 2-3 days. When the temperature

\ ry nio-orgonic fertilizer... page 6
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ICRISAT DG presents
successes yis-d-yis vis ion

he Consultative Group on
International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR) has so far

awarded four King Baudouin Awards, the

most prestigious international award in
agricultural research. The International
Crops Research Institute for the Semi-
Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) has won it three
times.

ICRISAT Director General
William D. Da1 inhis Investment in
ICRISAT Benefits the Poor presentation
at the CERDAF Boardroom on l August
2003, expiains why.

Dr. Dar first made a clear
correlation between agricultural research

and poverty reduction. He reported that
globally, a l0o/o increase in crop yield led
to a 6-lAoh reduction in the proportion of
the absolutely poor. In Africa, a lUoh

increase in crop yield led to a9o/o

reduction of the proportion of the

absoiutely poor in the region. Moreover,
the Green Revolution in India increased

real income by 90-125%.
This case ofsuccesses in poverty

reduction was the backdrop of Dar's
report on the achievements of ICRISAI.

I'angible successes

Dr. Dar named some of their
successes in working with farmers in
Asia and Africa.

In the 70s and the 80s, when the

pearl millet hybrid was almost virtually
wiped out by downy mildew disease,

ICRISAT, along with local agencies,

helped salvage the hybrid. They came up
with the Disease Resistant Pearl Millet,
which won them their first King
Baudouin award.

ICRISAT left a clear trail of
success in Africa, through the rosette
resistant groundnut and the Macia variety
of sorghum. The groundnut, sold to feed
their families, helped African women
back on their feet. The Macia, a variety
of dwarf sorghum, is the choice of South
African farmers.

In Asia, ICRISM's fusarium
wilt resistant pigeonpea variety, has

brought millions of dollars to farmers in
the Karnataka Region in India. This
variety is also the world's first pigeonpea
hybrid.

Cerlified seeds in packets were
also made available to the rural areas by
introducing them to schools. Children
eam extra income selling tlrem to
neighbors. Moreover, ICRISAT also

introduced planting legumes in rice/wheat
fields to the Bangladeshi farmers for
increased income. It played a key role in
bringing legume crops to South African
farmers, who had traditionally planted
cereals.

According to DaT,ICRISAT will
continue making changes for the rest of
the decade, guided by its vision of
scientific excellence and impact. Dar put
emphasis on impact, saying it is the
'bottomline' of any research.

Furthermore, the institute envisions
improving the well-being of the poor by

taking the livelihood approach in
introducing the fruits of agricultural
research. It also sees increased
partnership with other institutions.
and sees itself playing a role in the

transformation of subsistence farming
into self-reliant fanning, and
eventually into commercialization;
and establishing a market linkage
system a form of a business tool for
farmers.

ICRISAT is based in Andhra
Pradesh, India, and its director-
general, from Sta. Maria, Ilocos Sur,

was one-time BAR director and

secretary of the Department of
Agriculture in the Philippines. (Ma.

Lizbeth J. Barofia)

WEW
President Museveni opens banana
lab: Uganda to become new center
for Afiican biotechnology
(http : //www.f utu re h a ru e st. o rg ).

Demanding Action in Cancrin, a
checklist for agriculture, the
environment, and trade
( h ft p : //www. f u t u re h a rv e sit. o rg)

Lorenzo jumpstarts'soybean' 
1,

industty:: :' .:'

hno:lfy;vw.d1gov.ph) ' , 
,

DA awards farmers for increased
yields
( http t/www. d a. g ov. p h )

Brazil judge lifts ban on GM seeds
( hft p t/wvrw. m o n sa nto, co, u M n e w s/
uksh owl ib. p htm l? u i d=7 37 2)

lndia's GM rice
( http l/www. de cca n he ra I d. co m/
d e c can hera ld/a u 904/n 3. asp. )
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